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Global population distribution
The size of each territory shows the relative proportion 
3 Source: www.worldmapper.org
of the world's population living there
Global distribution of HIV
Territory size shows the proportion of all people 
4 Source: www.worldmapper.org
aged 15-49 with HIV infection, living there
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Are the results of my research reaching 
those who need them most?
• Primary target audience: pathologists and 
h l i  ki  i  di i  l b itec no og sts wor ng n agnost c a orator es
• Journals used:
• Journal of Clinical Virology ? 2008 IF 3.323 
• Journal of Medical Virology ? 2008 IF 2.576  
• Journal of Virol. Methods  ? 2008 IF 2.077
• None of these journals is open access
• However, they are well known, widely read and 
readily available via most university libraries in 
South Africa and most developed countries
• Both publishers, Wiley-Blackwell and Elsevier, 
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offer an "author-pays" option





Bernd Sebastian Kamps: Flying Publisher
Books: 
 b  ld b  bli h• can e so y pu s ers
• are prestigious
• are tangible
• easily read in different situations (beach, 
bath-tub etc.)
• have authority
Internet sites
• cost the reader nothing
• are more up-to-date than books
• reach a lot of readers
• speed up the flow of information
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Bernd Sebastian Kamps: Flying Publisher
Book + internet sites are 
 t  ll + t d t• easy o se up- o- a e
• prestigious + have a lot of readers
• suitable for the bath tub + the computer-
• representative + around the world in an instant
Download (free)http://www influenzareport com/index htm  
PDF, 225 pages, 2.8 MB
ISBN 3-924774-51-X 
25 €
. . .
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Bernd Sebastian Kamps: Flying Publisher
1st edition, PDF-File
8th   6th  2003 26 200May to July
2nd edition, PDF-File
8th July to 15th October 2003 9 200
3rd edition, PDF-File
16th Oct 2003 to 31st Dec 2004 18 000
SARS Reference Homepage 232 426
Chapter
Virology 42 214
Treatment 39 581
...
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Paediatric SARS 10 826

Funders' position: 
Wellcome Trust
Position statement in support of open and unrestricted 
access to published research
...
Th  W ll  T t b li  th t i i i  th  e e come rus e eves a max m s ng e
distribution of these papers - by providing free, online 
access - is the most effective way of ensuring that the 
research we fund can be accessed, read and built upon. 
In turn, this will foster a richer research culture.
The Wellcome Trust therefore supports unrestricted 
access to the published output of research as a 
fundamental part of its charitable mission and a public 
benefit to be encouraged wherever possible.
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Funders' position: DFG 
(German Research Foundation)
Open Access and Research Funding by the DFG 
  G i   i  i   O  ... the DF s gned the Berl n Declarat on on pen
Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities 
on 22 October 2003  thereby demonstrating its efforts ,
to support the advancement of science by calling for 
easily accessible, freely available electronic publications 
...
In March 2009, the Alliance of German Science 
Organisations reacted to criticism of the open access 
model and rejected the insinuation that it wanted to 
t il th  f d  t  bli h (  i l ti  f th  cur a e ree om o pu s a v o a on o e
German Basic Law) as “unacceptable”. The Alliance 
stated that, on the contrary, its Digital Information 
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Initiative is aimed at equipping scientists and academics 
with the best possible information infrastructure.
Thank you, baie dankie, 
enkosi kakhulu  vielen Dank!
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